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Dissecting Corn Price Movements with Directed Acyclic Graphs 

 

Abstract 

Corn prices experienced enormous volatility over the last decade. In this paper, we apply a 
structural vector autoregression model to quantify the relative importance of various contributing 
factors in driving corn price movements. The identification of the structural parameters is 
achieved through a data-determined approach—the PC algorithm of Directed Acyclic Graphs. 
We find that, in general, unexpected shocks in aggregate global demand and speculative trading 
activities do not have a statistically significant effect on corn price movements. By contrast, 
shocks in the crude oil market have large immediate effects that persist in the long-run. The 
forecast error variance decomposition suggest that at the two-year horizon, variations in crude oil 
prices account for over 50% of the total corn forecast error variances. We also find that, 
consistent with theory, unexpected shocks in market-specific fundamentals also have large 
negative effects on price movements. In addition, unexpected residual shocks play an important 
role in corn price movement, especially in the short-run. 

 

Key words: corn, volatility, structural vector autoregressions, crude oil, speculative activities, 
graph theory 
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Dissecting Grain Futures Price Movements with Directed Acyclic Graphs 

Led by crude oil, global commodity prices have undergone large fluctuations since 2006. Corn 

prices, for example, nearly tripled between 2000 and 2008, rising from less than $2/bu. to over 

$5.50/bu. in nominal terms. Though corn prices plummeted dramatically from their peak in mid-

2008, in 2011 they skyrocketed again, peaking at $7.60/bu. in August 2012.2 Similar levels of 

volatility were observed in other grain commodity prices during this time. The resulting food 

crisis has led to economic difficulties among the poor and irreversible damage from nutritional 

deficiencies among children in developing countries, and may have been responsible for political 

turmoil in many countries (Bellemare 2011). The extensive and negative consequences from the 

recent episode of food price fluctuations highlight the critical importance of understanding the 

causes behind heightened price volatility. 

Studies attempting to pinpoint the underlying causes behind these large price volatilities 

over the past several years do not agree in their conclusions. Common contributing factors 

implicated in the recent volatility include, among others, strong demand from emerging countries 

such as China and India, diversion of a substantial amount of grains out of the food system by 

biofuel production, poor harvests due to weather shocks, the weak US dollar, and financial 

speculation (Abbott, Hurt, and Tyner 2011). It is fair to say that the recent large commodity price 

volatilities are likely driven by a combination of factors. However, addressing the relative 

importance of these contributing factors is of key importance to policymakers. The recent 

regulatory effort to impose position limits on futures trading (the Dodd-Frank Act) is a response 

                                                           
2 The discussion and subsequent analysis uses monthly average prices of corn. The data are available at 
http://www.farmdoc.illinois.edu/manage/uspricehistory/us_price_history.html.  

http://www.farmdoc.illinois.edu/manage/uspricehistory/us_price_history.html
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to the argument that speculative trading in futures markets is primarily responsible for driving 

commodity prices away from fundamentals.  

Empirical research disentangling the forces of large price fluctuations in commodity 

markets has largely followed one of two paths. One stream employs a partial approach by testing 

the empirical relationship between a specific driving factor of price variability and price 

movements using either time-series or cross-sectional regression techniques. Such analyses have 

investigated the extent to which investment activities of commodity index traders (CITs) 

allegedly drove prices away from fundamentals by creating demand side pressure through a 

“weight of money” effect (e.g., Stoll and Whaley 2010, Sanders and Irwin 2011, Irwin and 

Sanders 2011, Aulerich, Irwin, and Garcia 2013). In general, little evidence is found to support 

the relationship between CITs and futures prices movement. Notably, this research does not 

attempt to determine the primary factors behind recent large price volatilities in commodity 

markets. 

The other stream of research applies a structural approach, such as a structural vector 

autoregression (SVAR) model. Kilian (2009) is among the first to apply an SVAR model to 

disentangle demand and supply shocks in commodity markets. In his seminal paper, Kilian 

decomposes the real price of crude oil into three components: crude oil supply shocks, shocks to 

the global demand for all industrial commodities, and demand shocks specific to the crude oil 

market. The ordering of the VAR model is based on exclusion restrictions that incorporate zero 

instantaneous responses of oil supply to demand shocks mainly due to information and 

institutional knowledge delays. In following papers, instead of imposing exclusion restrictions, 

Kilian and Murphy (2012a, b) incorporate sign restrictions and bounds on the implied 

demand/supply elasticities to identify a set of solutions to the structural parameters of the SVAR 
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model. They conclude that business cycle fluctuations in demand were the primary drivers 

behind real price shocks in oil since the 1970s. Similar procedures have been employed by 

Juvenal and Petrella (2011) and Melolinna (2012), among others, to investigate crude oil price 

movements. 

In attempting to explain the recent spikes in agricultural commodity prices, the SVAR 

model has not been as commonly employed. McPhail, Du, and Muhammad (2012) use similar 

exclusion restrictions as in Kilian (2009) and investigate the role of global demand, speculation, 

and energy shocks on corn price volatility between 2000 and 2009. They conclude that energy 

market shocks are the most important driver of long-run corn price volatility. Janzen, Smith, and 

Carter (2013) consider four structural factors driving cotton prices: real economic activity, co-

movement induced by speculative trading, demand for inventories, and shocks to current net 

supply. Their identification of the SVAR model is achieved through a combination of 

normalization, recursion, and identification through heteroskedasticity. They find minimal co-

movement between cotton and non-agricultural commodity prices (crude oil, copper, and silver). 

They find market-specific supply and demand factors to be the main determinants of cotton price 

fluctuations, rather than global real economic activity. Carter, Rausser, and Smith (2012) 

examine the effect of US ethanol mandates on corn prices through a four-variable SVAR model 

that includes inventory supply (end-of-year stocks), inventory demand (real futures price of corn), 

supply of storage (convenience yield), and global real economic activity. The model is identified 

by imposing exclusion restrictions and placing bounds on certain parameters in the 

contemporaneous relationship matrix. They find that the US ethanol mandate has had a 

considerable impact on annual global corn prices, without which the price of corn would have 

been 40% lower in 2012. 
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Building on Kilian’s (2009) SVAR model, the present paper expands on the current 

examination of grain price movements by providing estimates of the dynamic effects of various 

shocks and the individual contributions of these shocks on the price of corn over the period of 

2000-2012. The analysis extends the current literature in several ways. First, given the 

importance of the various contributing factors in determining grain prices, it brings together the 

following five structural shocks: market-specific fundamentals, global business cycles, oil price 

fluctuations, financial speculation, and residual variations. While other studies have used some 

subset of these factors (e.g., McPhail, Du, and Muhammad 2012, Carter, Rausser, and Smith 

2012, Janzen, Smith, and Carter 2013), these five critical factors have not been accounted for 

together in one framework. Second, unlike previous studies that rely on subjective judgment and 

prior knowledge of underlying model structure (exclusion restrictions and sign restrictions), the 

important contemporaneous causal pattern among the proposed structural factors is  identified 

using a data-determined technique (e.g., Swanson and Granger 1997, Bessler and Yang 2003, 

Haigh and Bessler 2004, Wang and Bessler 2006, Mjelde and Bessler 2009). The directed 

acyclic graph (DAG) approach is applied to the five structural shocks to understand their 

contemporaneous relationship. The resulting impulse response functions and forecast error 

variance decomposition from the SVAR model may thus provide a more unambiguous and 

objective view of the degree to which various factors affect the price movements of corn. In 

addition, modeling the causal relationships among structural factors contemporaneously may 

itself prove important as it may contain information regarding how information is transmitted 

among these factors.  

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. First we provide a brief literature review 

of the contributing factors considered in this study to motivate the five-variable SVAR model. 
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Then, in section three, the SVAR model is discussed, as well as the DAG technique that explores 

contemporaneous correlations among the structural factors in the model. We then discuss the 

data, results from the recursive VAR and DAG analysis, as well as the interpretation from the 

resulting SVAR model. The last section concludes the paper, highlighting its important policy 

implications. Results from the SVAR model suggest that consistent with previous studies, 

unexpected shocks in crude oil prices have a large and persistent effect on corn price movements. 

Further, residual shocks and market-specific supply/demand shocks play an especially important 

role in short-term corn price fluctuations. By contrast, speculative activities are unlikely to be the 

driving force of corn price volatility.  

 

Sources of Corn Price Variability  

The first factor we consider that drives corn price variability is the global real economic activity 

common to all commodities. Many studies suggest that the rapid economic growth in developing 

countries, notably China and India, is the main driving force of commodity price spike (e.g. von 

Braun 2008). Using a capital asset pricing model-type model, Gilbert (2010a) finds that common 

macroeconomic factors such as demand growth, monetary expansion, and exchange rates should 

be seen as the main drivers of agricultural food prices movement since 1971. The argument is 

consistent with the observation that a large number of commodities, including food, energy and 

metal products, experienced similar large price volatilities at around the same time. When the 

economy is booming, the demand for most commodities is likely to increase. 

The price of corn can be driven by the price of crude oil in two ways. The first and 

traditional channel is the impact of large fluctuations in crude oil prices have on the price of 
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fertilizers and transportation costs, which constitute a substantial proportion of the crop 

production costs.  The second and more recent channel is due to the rise in ethanol production 

during the last decade, which has forged links between corn and crude oil prices through demand 

linkages (e.g., Mallory, Irwin, and Hayes 2012). This linkage has its roots in both policies and 

market incentives. For example, the Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) set a minimum annual 

blending requirement for ethanol usage in 2005 which was later expanded in 2007. At least 

partially influenced by these mandates, ethanol production capacity underwent a massive wave 

of expansion through 2010. High crude oil prices have also created market incentives for ethanol 

use as a gasoline extender and octane enhancer. The ethanol mandate, in conjunction with market 

incentives for ethanol production, has had a large impact on corn consumption.  The estimated 

impact of the increased demand for biofuels on corn prices range from 30% in real terms by 

Rosegrant et al. (2008) to 70% by Lipsky (2008).  In addition, considerable volatility in the crude 

oil market has been transmitted to the corn market (e.g. Trujillo-Barrera, Mallory, and Garcia 

2012). Indeed, as argued by Wright (2011), demand for corn from ethanol production is the 

largest exogenous shock on corn prices in recent years.3 

Closely related to market-specific fundamentals and oil supply shocks is the market-

specific fundamental supply and demand conditions. Elementary economic theory suggests that 

the price of a good is determined by its quantity demanded and supplied. Shocks in the 

underlying fundamentals, such as droughts and climate change that cause supply disruptions, 

directly affect the price of grains. For instance, the 2006 and 2007 wheat harvests in Australia 
                                                           
3 A number of studies also examined another pathway through which crude oil prices affect corn prices. They show 
that there is excessive or unexplained co-movement between the price of crude oil and prices of agricultural 
commodities. For instance, Tang and Xiong (2010) found that the prices of commodities included in major 
commodity indices (GSCI and DJ-UBS indices) possess increasingly significant correlation with crude oil prices. 
An earlier study byPindyck and Rotemberg (1990)) revealed a similar pattern. This dimension of research was 
pursued in Janzen, Smith, and Carter (2013), who include the price of oil to examine the co-movement effects on 
cotton prices. 
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were poor due to widespread drought, leading to an estimated 4% reduction in world wheat 

supplies (Mitchell 2008). Northern Europe experienced excessive rains and Southern Europe 

drought in 2007, resulting in even smaller worldwide wheat harvests. Clearly, these supply 

reductions may have had large impacts on wheat prices as wheat prices subsequently 

skyrocketed. Wright (2011) argues that the price behavior in commodity markets over the past 

few years are not “as unusual as” many other studies have found and the main forces of elevated 

volatility in grain market can be explained using the “scarcity” argument. For storable 

commodities, this suggests that price volatility will be high when the inventory is low. Wright 

(2011) shows that when the inventory falls below a certain threshold, the price becomes very 

inelastic and any small demand or supply shock can induce large price fluctuations. 

Fundamental supply and demand factors may not explain all the variations in grain prices. 

Indeed, as argued by Gilbert (2010b), attributing the cause of price booms to pure fundamental 

factors requires an “act of faith in relation to the unquantifiable impacts” from fundamentals. 

Thus, we consider an additional variable that may have had an impact on grain price volatilities 

over the past few years—futures market speculation. While the notion that speculative activities 

distort commodity prices is not new, recent concerns and criticisms have been particularly 

intense, due to the broad range of commodities involved and the fact that commodity price run-

ups and run-downs occurred after the 2007 subprime crisis. Caballero, Farhi, and Gourinchas 

(2008) argue that the financial crises in different industries are not isolated; instead a collapse in 

one financial market forces investors to seek alternative investment opportunities, thus triggering 

a chain of interlinked financial crisis, including the commodity price bubble that burst in mid-

2008. One group of speculators, namely commodity index traders (CITs), has been alleged to be 

responsible for funds moving from financial to commodity futures markets. Specifically, through 
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a massive influx of funds to commodity futures market, CITs are argued to have created large 

buy-side pressure, driving commodity prices away from their fundamentals (Masters 2008, 2009). 

Empirically, Gilbert (2010b) estimates that commodity prices would have been more than 10% 

lower in 2008 if CITs were not present. Robles, Torero, and von Braun (2009) implement 

Granger causality tests based on rolling-window samples, and report that speculative activity 

partly explains the price spike since January 2008.  However, most studies fail to find a linkage 

between commodity price movements and index trading activities (e.g., Stoll and Whaley 2010, 

Sanders and Irwin 2011, Hamilton and Wu 2013).  A potential limitation of these studies is that 

they have in general relied on the partial approach involving the single factor of CIT positions. It 

is possible that speculative impacts can be estimated more accurately in a multivariate structural 

framework. 

 

Econometric Methodology 

We consider a five-variable structural vector autoregressive model. The five-component vector 

of endogenous variables (𝑦𝑡) consists of global real economic activity (𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡), price of crude oil 

(𝑃𝑂𝑖𝑙𝑡), speculative trading in futures market (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖 ), market-specific fundamentals 

(𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦𝑡𝑖), and price of corn (𝑃𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑛𝑡). The model may be represented as 

(1) 𝐴0𝑦𝑡 = 𝐴1𝑦𝑡−1 + ⋯+ 𝐴𝑝𝑦𝑡−𝑝 + 𝑢𝑡 , 

where 𝑝 is the lag order, 𝐴𝑖 , 𝑖 = 0, … ,𝑝, are 5 × 5 matrices of coefficient parameters, and 𝑢𝑡 is a 

five-component vector of serially and mutually uncorrelated structural innovations. Without a 

loss of generality, the variance-covariance matrix of structural errors is typically normalized such 

that 𝐸(𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑡′) ≡ 𝛴𝑢 = 𝐼𝑘 as long as the diagonal elements of 𝐴0 remain unrestricted. The price of 
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corn is thus affected by shocks in global business cycles, the oil market, speculation in futures 

market and market-specific supply and demand conditions. In addition, following Kilian and 

Murphy (2012a), the shocks derived from the price of grain equation are used to measure 

residual variations not accounted by the other four variables in the system. We can derive the 

reduced-form representation of the model as, 

(2) 𝑦𝑡 = 𝐴0−1𝐴1𝑦𝑡−1 + ⋯+ 𝐴0−1𝐴𝑝𝑦𝑡−𝑝 + 𝐴0−1𝑢𝑡 , or 

(3) 𝑦𝑡 = 𝐵1𝑦𝑡−1 + ⋯+ 𝐵𝑝𝑦𝑡−𝑝 + 𝜀𝑡, 

where 𝐵1 = 𝐴0−1𝐴1, …, 𝐵𝑝 = 𝐴0−1𝐴𝑝 and 𝜀𝑡 = 𝐴0−1𝑢𝑡. Clearly, the reduced-form errors are a 

weighted average of the structural errors. In the context of our current model, the relationship 

between reduced-form errors and structural shocks may be written as: 
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Equation (3) can be consistently estimated using standard techniques. However, to obtain 

the response of 𝑦𝑡 to structural innovations 𝑢𝑡, which are useful to disentangle the relative effects 

of the variables, we need to recover the elements of 𝐴0−1 from reduced-form parameters. Solving 

for the elements in 𝐴0−1 is equivalent to determining the contemporaneous relationship among the 

endogenous variables. This can be achieved by solving 𝐾 (𝐾 + 1) 2⁄  equations using the 

information from the variance and covariance matrix of reduced-form residuals 𝜀𝑡 for a 𝐾-

dimension vector 𝑦𝑡 (i.e. 𝛴𝜀 = 𝐴0−1𝐴0−1′).  Note that since 𝛴𝜀 is symmetric, only up to 

𝐾 (𝐾 + 1) 2⁄  unknowns in 𝐴0−1 maybe uniquely identified.  The traditional approach to solve the 
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𝐾 (𝐾 + 1) 2⁄  nonlinear equations is to orthogonalize the reduced-form errors using the Cholesky 

decomposition. This involves setting 𝐴0−1 as a lower triangular matrix with positive main 

diagonals 𝑃 such that 𝛴𝜀 = 𝑃𝑃′. Using this approach essentially imposes recursive or exclusion 

restrictions on time series variables 𝑦𝑡 to achieve a just-identified system. For instance, consider 

a two-variable system with the ordering being 𝑦𝑡1 and 𝑦𝑡2. By using the Cholesky decomposition, 

we assume that 𝑦𝑡1 affects 𝑦𝑡2 contemporaneously, while the opposite does not hold. However, 

this recursively identified model structure makes sense only if the underlying model admits such 

a causal chain, which in reality rarely holds and largely depends on the subjective view of 

researchers. Kilian (2011) summarizes various possible ways to identify the recursive ordering: 

(1) economic theory; (2) specify an encompassing model that includes as special cases various 

alternative structural models implied by different economic models; (3) information delays; (4) 

physical constraints; (5) institutional knowledge; (5) assumptions about market structure; (6) 

homogeneity restrictions on demand; (7) extraneous parameter estimates; and (8) high-frequency 

data.  

Most procedures to identifying structural innovations either impose arbitrary restrictions 

(recursive VAR) or require the researcher to have prior knowledge of the underlying model that 

may prove to be arbitrary (exclusion restrictions or sign restrictions). Following Swanson and 

Granger (1997), this study employs a data-determined approach to place restrictions on elements 

of the 𝐴0−1 matrix based on the conditional and unconditional correlations among reduced-form 

VAR innovations. Swanson and Granger (1997) argue that many structural models of the errors 

in reduced-form VAR imply testable over-identifying constraints, which might be disentangled 

by examining partial correlations among the errors. Unlike other studies, this procedure requires 

minimal prior knowledge of the underlying model structure and can potentially reduce the 
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element of subjective judgment when imposing constraints on contemporaneous correlations in 

an SVAR model. While the procedure proposed by Swanson and Granger (1997) may only allow 

for causal chains (i.e., A causes B causes C), the possibility of examining every possible ordering 

of causal patterns (e.g. A and B cause C) was developed by Demiralp and Hoover (2003) using 

graph-theoretic methods. Specifically, they examine the validity of applying the PC algorithm of 

Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) procedure to direct the contemporaneous causal patterns. The PC 

algorithm of Spirtes, Glymour, and Scheines (2000) is the most widely used DAG technique and 

is embedded in the Tetrad IV software. The DAG approach, in conjunction with the Swanson 

and Granger (1997) procedure, has been applied in a number of studies in applied economics, 

including among others Bessler and Yang (2003), Haigh and Bessler (2004), and Wang and 

Bessler (2006). Here we follow Wang and Bessler (2006) and provide a brief description of the 

DAG technique using the PC algorithm.   

A directed graph is an assignment of causal flows among a set of variables based on 

observed correlations and partial correlations. Under the context of the current study, five 

possible relationship exists between two variables: (1) no edge relationship, or (𝑋 𝑌), (2) 

undirected edge, or (𝑋 − 𝑌), (3) directed edge (𝑋 → 𝑌), (4) directed edge (𝑋 ← 𝑌), and (5) bi-

directed edge (𝑋 ←→ 𝑌). Arrows are used to indicate causal flows. Starting with an undirected 

edge between all possible pairs of variables, the PC algorithm tests for independence among 

variables and works backward until all edges are specified. Specifically, the technique follows 

two steps—elimination and direction. In the elimination stage, for a pair of variables 𝑋 and 𝑌, we 

remove the edge connecting 𝑋 and 𝑌 if one of the following two conditions are satisfied: (1) the 

unconditional correlation 𝜌(𝑋,𝑌) is not statistically significant, and (2) the conditional 

correlation given a third variable 𝑍: 𝜌(𝑋,𝑌|𝑍) is not statistically significant. In the latter case, 
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there are 𝑁 − 2 possible conditional correlations for an 𝑁-variable system. Instead of using 

standard 𝑡 statistics as in Swanson and Granger (1997), Fisher’s z statistic is used to test the 

significance of conditional correlations. The elimination works backward until every pair of 

variables is examined.  

In the direction stage, consider a three-variable pair 𝑋 − 𝑍 − 𝑌 such that edges exist 

between 𝑋 and 𝑍 as well as between 𝑌 and 𝑍. However, there is no conditional or unconditional 

correlation between 𝑋 and 𝑌. If 𝑍 is not the conditioning variable that leads to the removal of the 

edge connecting 𝑋 and 𝑍, i.e. 𝜌(𝑋,𝑌|𝑍) ≠ 0, the triplets should be directed as 𝑋 → 𝑍 ← 𝑌. If 

𝑋 → 𝑍 − 𝑌, and there is no arrowhead at 𝑍, then 𝑍 − 𝑌 should be oriented as 𝑍 → 𝑌. If there is a 

direct path from 𝑋 to 𝑌 via way of other variables, and an edge between 𝑋 and 𝑌, direct 𝑋 − 𝑌 as 

𝑋 → 𝑌. A demonstration of the validity of this algorithm is provided in Spirtes, Glymour, and 

Scheines (2000).  

The PC algorithm has been tested on simulated data in a number of studies such as 

Spirtes, Glymour, and Scheines (2000). Monte Carlo studies conducted by Demiralp and Hoover 

(2003) show that under the context of a VAR model, the DAG approach based on the PC 

algorithm perform well with a variety of model structures and can be an effective tool when 

specifying the contemporaneous causal patterns among variables.  

 

Data  

The data used in this study run from January 2000 to December 2012 at a monthly frequency, 

resulting in 156 observations. The nominal price of corn is obtained based on average prices 
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received by US farmers as recorded by the National Agricultural Statistical Service (NASS) of 

the US Department of Agriculture (USDA). The nominal price of crude oil is represented by the 

refiners’ acquisition cost of crude oil, which is available through the US Department of Energy. 

Both nominal price series are deflated by the US Consumer Price Index (CPI) to obtain the real 

price of corn and crude oil, where the CPI in January 2000 is set to 100.4 

Though the importance of macroeconomic factors has been widely asserted, directly 

incorporating macroeconomic variables in empirical models has been hindered by the low 

frequency of macroeconomic indicators because these variables are typically only available on 

an annual or quarterly basis (e.g. GDP). In addition, currently available indicators of economic 

growth tend to be partial measurements of a specific region, unable to reflect global economic 

activities. Here we follow Kilian (2009) and use an index based on the dry cargo shipping rate as 

a measure of global real activity. The motivation for using this index is that the demand for 

transport services is primarily determined by world economic growth (e.g., Klovland 2004). 

Kilian shows this indicator can capture shifts in the demand for industrial commodities driven by 

the global business cycle. Unlike other partial macro-economic indicators that are typically 

available at an annual or quarterly basis (e.g., GDP), the index can be constructed on a monthly 

frequency, providing a larger sample size more suitable for evaluating the demand shocks arising 

from fluctuations in the global business cycle.  

The inventory data are obtained from the World Agricultural Supply and Demand 

Estimates (WASDE) report released by the USDA. Every month, the WASDE report provides an 

estimate of the US end-of-marketing-year and world end-of-year stocks and uses. The estimated 

stocks-to-use ratio measures the level of carryover stock as a percentage of the total demand to 

                                                           
4 The CPI is obtained from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics. See http://www.bls.gov/cpi/ 

http://www.bls.gov/cpi/
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use, and thus closely represents the tightness of the current supply-demand relationship in the 

corn market. Estimates are provided for both old crop and new crop in the WASDE reports.  

Here we use the ending stocks-to-use ratio calculated from old crop estimates to reflect market-

specific fundamentals.  

Financial speculation is measured by Working’s speculative T index defined as: 

(5) 𝑇 = 1 + 𝑆𝑆/(𝐻𝐿 + 𝐻𝑆) if 𝐻𝑆 ≥ 𝐻𝐿, or 

(6) 𝑇 = 1 + 𝑆𝐿/(𝐻𝐿 + 𝐻𝑆) if 𝐻𝑆 < 𝐻𝐿, 

where 𝑆𝐿 and 𝑆𝑆 are long and short positions held by speculators, and 𝐻𝐿 and 𝐻𝑆 long and short 

positions of hedgers. The index attempts to measure whether speculation is excessive relative to 

the level of hedging activity in the market. Peck (1980, p.1037) notes that the speculative index 

“ ...reflects the extent by which the level of speculation exceeds the minimum necessary to 

absorb long and short hedging, recognizing that long and short hedging positions could not 

always be expected to offset each other even in markets where these positions were of 

comparable magnitudes.” In a number of recent studies, the index has been used to gauge the 

effect of speculative activities in futures markets (e.g., Du, Yu, and Hayes 2011, McPhail, Du, 

and Muhammad 2012, Büyükşahin and Robe 2013).  Working’s T is constructed using the CFTC 

Supplemental Commitment of Trader (SCOT) and Commitment of Trader (COT) reports. The 

reports reflect combined futures and options positions as of Tuesday’s market close, where 

options are adjusted to the delta-equivalent futures positions. Traditionally, commercial and non-

commercial trader positions from COT reports are used as positions held by hedgers and 

speculators, respectively, to construct the index. However, this may be inappropriate given the 

large, allegedly speculative positions held by CITs since 2004. As demonstrated in Sanders, 

Irwin, and Merrin (2010), categorizing CIT activities into speculators’ positions may have a 
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large impact on Working’s index. We therefore add CIT positions to the speculator category 

using data from the SCOT reports, which are publicly available since January 2006.  Additional 

data were collected by the over 2004-2005 at the request of the U.S. Senate Permanent 

Subcommittee on Investigations (USS/PSI 2009) and these data are also used in the present 

analysis.5 Since CIT activity only accounts for a small fraction of the total open interest between 

2000 and 2003 (Aulerich, Irwin, and Garcia 2013), we assume CIT positions during this time 

period are zero, drawing speculator and hedger positions from the COT reports instead. One 

issue that arises in constructing the index is how to classify the non-reporting traders. Here we 

follow Sanders, Irwin, and Merrin (2010) and allocate the non-reporting traders’ positions to the 

commercial and non-commercial trader categories using the same ratio as reporting traders.  

Figure 1 plots the time series of five variables used in the analysis. As can be seen, the 

real price of corn experienced rather large volatility throughout the sample period. While corn 

prices were stable around $2.00/bushel between 2000 and the end of 2006, three large price 

spikes appear between 2007 and 2012. The first spike occurred in mid-2008, with a bushel of 

corn priced at over $4.00 in real terms. In August 2011, the real price of corn increased sharply 

again, reaching $5.13/bushel—roughly two-and-a-half times the low in mid-2000. A third spike 

occurred shortly afterwards in August 2012, when corn prices reached $5.59/bushel in real terms. 

In the next section, we apply our framework to identify the factors behind this dramatic volatility 

in corn prices.  

 

Results 
                                                           
5 To obtain non-CIT commercial and non-commercial trader positions during 2004-2005, we use the ratios of CIT 
positions drawn from commercial and non-commercial trader positions between 2006 and 2008, and subtract these 
positions from the original commercial/non-commercial positions. 
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We begin by estimating the reduced-form, five-variable VAR system with two lags as selected 

by the Akaike information criteria (AIC). To account for potential seasonality, monthly dummies 

are included in the estimation as exogenous variables. The Lagrange multiplier test suggests that 

residuals from reduced-form VAR are not autocorrelated at the 5% significance level. 

Examination of eigenvalues indicates that the estimated VAR satisfies the stability condition. 

Table 1 reports the Granger causality test results after estimating the reduced-form VAR. Here, 

Granger causality tests are used to examine whether lagged explanatory variables help to predict 

the real price of corn. If the joint hypothesis that all the coefficients on the lagged values of one 

variable are zero can be rejected, then this variable is said to Granger cause the price of corn. As 

can be seen in the table, strong statistical significance exists for the price of oil and the stocks-to-

use ratio of corn, while lagged speculative trading activity does not help to predict the price of 

corn. Global real economic activity Granger causes corn prices at the 10% significance level.  

Directed contemporaneous correlations 

The second step is to apply the DAG technique to the residuals from the reduced-form 

VAR model using the PC algorithm of Spirtes, Glymour, and Scheines (2000) to recover the 

structural innovations in equation (1). As stated, the PC algorithm starts with a completed 

undirected graph connecting the five innovations from the reduced-form VAR. Edges between 

variables are removed based on either zero unconditional or conditional correlations based on 

Fisher’s z test. Here a significance level of 10% is used. In Monte Carlo simulations, Spirtes, 

Glymour, and Scheines (2000) demonstrate that the significance level should be inversely 

correlated with the sample size. For instance, a significance level of 0.20 is preferred for sample 

sizes less than 100. For sample sizes between 100 and 200 observations, which is the case in our 

study, a p-value of 0.10 is recommended. 
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Figure 2 reports the pattern from TETRAD IV’s application to the reduced-form VAR 

model. At the elimination stage, four sets of edge relationships are first removed based on zero 

unconditional correlations: (1) real economic activity and speculative trading, (2) stocks to use 

ratio of corn and the real price of oil, (3) real economic activity and the stocks to use ratio of 

corn, and (4) real economic activity and the price of corn. Based on vanishing partial correlations, 

edges between speculative trading and the price of oil as well as between speculative trading and 

stocks to use ratio are removed. The conditioning variable leading to the removal of edges is the 

real price of corn in both cases. Now, given the triplets (stocks to use ratio)—(price of corn)—

(price of oil), since the edge between stocks to use ratio and price of oil are not removed because 

of zero partial correlation conditioning on the price of corn, the triplets can be directed as (stocks 

to use ratio)( price of corn)(price of oil). The final result suggests that corn prices are caused 

by oil prices and market-specific fundamentals in contemporaneous time, but not by aggregate 

global demand or speculative activities in the futures market. 

Note in the directed acyclic graph shown in figure 2 there is bidirectional relationship 

between the real price of corn and the real price of crude oil. Under ideal conditions in the PC 

algorithm, a bidirected edge between two variables usually indicates a latent common cause. 

However, in small samples the PC algorithm tends to produce false positive double headed 

edges.6 Here given the prior knowledge that crude oil market is much larger compared to corn, 

and previous studies that have found that one-way volatility spillover exist from crude oil to corn 

market (e.g., Trujillo-Barrera, Mallory, and Garcia 2012), we expect that the contemporaneous 

causality occurs from the crude oil prices to corn prices. To more formally support this one-way 

causality, we compute the BIC value for two different structures, one with an arrowhead drawn 

                                                           
6 See Tetrad Manual: http://www.phil.cmu.edu/projects/tetrad/new_manual.pdf 
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from corn to oil, as shown in figure 3(a), and the other with an arrowhead drawn from oil to corn 

(figure 3(b)). The BIC value associated with the structure in figure 3(a) is -22.24, while for 

figure 3(b), the BIC is -22.48. Therefore, the one-way causality from the price of oil to the price 

of corn is preferred over causality in the other direction. 

Another interesting pattern emerges from the DAG analysis is that the direction of 

contemporaneous causality runs from corn prices to speculative activities.  This suggest that 

speculators in corn market may have been trend-followers or contrarians that trade based on 

price pattern in cash market. Another possibility is that cash markets may have been unable to 

instantaneously react to speculative activities in the futures market. The result is consistent with 

a number of other studies, which find that speculative trading cannot explain the large price 

fluctuations observed in corn markets (e.g., Aulerich, Irwin, and Garcia 2013). 

We next impose the over-identifying constraints identified by the DAG technique on the 

structural parameters in matrix 𝐴0 in equation (1). Specifically, the relationship between 

structural innovations and reduced-form errors are specified as: 
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Here we normalized the variance covariance matrix of the structural innovations as an identity 

matrix (𝐸(𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑡′) ≡ 𝛴𝑢 = 𝐼𝑘) and leave the diagonal elements of 𝐴0 unrestricted. The advantage 

of normalizing is that a unit innovation in the structural shocks will have a size of one standard 
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deviation. The corresponding impulse responses are changes caused by a one standard deviation 

shock in the explanatory variables.  

Analysis of structural impulse response functions 

Figure 4 plots the dynamic responses of real corn prices to one standard deviation shocks 

in the structural innovations by setting the over-identifying constraints as specified in equation 

(7). All structural shocks are assumed to be positive. In the figure, the solid line represents the 

mean effect while the dotted lines show the 95% confidence of the response.  

As figure 4(b) demonstrates, unanticipated increases in oil prices have an immediate 

large positive effect on the real price of corn that is highly statistically significant. This effect 

increases rather substantially starting from month 3, and peaks at month 14, after which it starts 

to decline only slightly. The response of real corn prices is significant even two years after the 

shock occurs, suggesting that the effect of oil market shock is rather persistent. This result is not 

surprising given that during our sample period, corn prices are increasingly connected to crude 

oil prices due to corn-based ethanol production. Wright (2011) argues that the effect of ethanol 

mandate is equivalent to a large exogenous supply shock that significantly drove up corn prices. 

Similar results are reported in Carter, Rausser, and Smith (2012) who find that without the 

mandate on corn-ethanol production, the price of corn would have been much lower between 

2006 and 2012.  In addition, market incentives may also play a role since high crude oil prices 

over the past few years has improved the competitiveness of ethanol in terms of gasoline 

blending.  While our results do not differentiate between the channels through which ethanol 

production linked crude oil and corn prices, the large and persistent effects of unexpected shocks 
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in crude oil markets clearly reflect the increasingly important role of energy prices on corn price 

movements.  

As seen in figure 4(c), an unexpected corn market-specific fundamental supply and 

demand shock at the annual level has a negative effect on the real price of corn. When the ending 

stocks to use ratio increases or when the market projects a higher inventory relative to total use at 

the end of marketing year, the positive shock will soon be incorporated in corn prices. It appears 

that this negative effect of market specific shock strengthens until 5 months, after which it 

becomes relatively stable. This effect is statistically significant up to a one-year horizon as the 

variation becomes rather large afterwards.  

Unexpected shocks in speculative trading on average have a negative impact on corn 

prices up to month 5, becoming positive afterwards (figure 4(d)). However, the effect is not 

statistically significant at any horizon. The results thus indicate that real corn price changes are 

insensitive to the size of speculative trading positions in the corn futures markets. Given that a 

large portion of Working’s T index is affected by CIT positions as shown in Sanders, Irwin, and 

Merrin (2010), results from the SVAR model also suggest that CIT’s have played a negligible 

role in determining corn price movements. This result is generally consistent with numerous 

other studies, which find that commodity index traders or speculators in general did not push up 

corn prices over the past decade.  

The last subplot in figure 3 shows the effect of residual shocks not explained by the 

aforementioned shocks. Kilian and Murphy (2012a) argue that this type of shock does not have a 

direct economic interpretation. Relating to the oil market, they argue that residual shocks may 

refer to unexpected changes to strategic reserve, change in storage preferences of oil companies, 
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change of inventory techniques, etc. In the context of corn markets, one type of residual shock 

may be due to short-term inventory fluctuations not directly related to annual inventories, as the 

SVAR model uses monthly estimates of end-of-marketing year stocks-to-use ratio. This 

dimension of the shock may have a short-term large effect as the market becomes increasingly 

volatile. As seen in the plot, a one standard deviation unexpected residual shock has immediate 

large statistically significant impact on corn prices, which gradually decreases starting from 

month 2. The effect remains positive for the two-year horizon considered in the graph. However, 

after month 14, the effect becomes statistically insignificant. 

Perhaps the most striking result of impulse response analysis arises in the lack of 

response of the real price of corn to unexpected shocks in global real economic demand the 

global real economic activity, as the real price of corn does not respond to unexpected shocks in 

global demand (figure 4(a)). The mean response is never significant at the 95% level, suggesting 

that an unanticipated change in global demand will not have any immediate or persistent effect 

on the real price of corn. While counterintuitive, there are several possible explanations. First, 

previous studies find that unanticipated aggregate demand shocks often cause a large and 

persistent increase in the real price of oil. For instance, Kilian and Murphy (2012a) find that in 

the long run 87% of the variation in the real price of oil can be explained by the aggregate global 

demand shock. In our model, it is plausible that any global demand shocks only play a role after 

being absorbed in the crude oil market instead of directly affecting real corn prices. Second, the 

global demand shock may have been reflected in the unexpected shocks in corn market-specific 

fundamentals. For instance, an unanticipated increase in aggregate global demand may be 

reflected by a decrease in ending stocks to use ratio of corn, negating the effect of global demand 
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shocks. As a robustness check, we exclude real economic activity from the SVAR model and our 

results are very similar.7 

 

Variance decomposition of forecast errors 

Forecast error variance decomposition (FEVD) shows the percentage of variance of the 

forecast error attributable to a specific shock at a given horizon. It provides an estimate of the 

relative contribution of each structural innovation in affecting the SVAR variables. The results of 

FEVD for the real price of corn are presented in table 2 for various horizons. At the immediate 

horizon, most of the forecast error variance comes from the residual shock, accounting for over 

80% of total variation. This finding is consistent with much applied research in which it is 

common for a variable to explain much of its forecast error variance at short horizons (Enders 

2010). The contribution of residual shocks declines quickly as the forecasting horizon expands. 

At the one year horizon, residual shocks explain about one-third of the total forecast error 

variance in real corn prices. Similar to the impulse response findings, unexpected shocks in the 

crude oil market contribute significantly to the forecast error variance of real corn prices. 

However, their relative importance is weak at immediate horizons, contributing only 8.55% at 

two months. Starting at month six, the effect quickly accelerates, eventually accounting for over 

50% of the forecast error variance at the two-year horizon.  

Stock to use ratios also affect the real corn price. The largest contribution of unexpected 

shocks in market-specific fundamentals comes from the 10-month to one year forecast horizon, 

accounting for about 22% of the total variation. This effect is rather consistent and remains at 
                                                           
7 However, when the crude oil price is excluded, the effect of aggregate global demand on corn prices is still rather 
small. 
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about the same percentage even at the two year-ahead forecast. By contrast, shocks in global real 

economic activity and speculative trading activities only explain a very small portion of the 

forecast error variance, typically less than 1% at all horizons. 

 

Conclusions 

Corn prices experienced historically high volatility over the last decade. In this paper we apply a 

structural vector autoregression model to quantify the relative importance of various contributing 

factors in driving corn price movements. Unlike previous studies that require prior knowledge of 

the underlying model structure, we use a data-determined approach to identify the 

contemporaneous correlations among variables so that specification errors due to subjective 

judgment may be minimized. This is achieved by applying the PC algorithm of Directed Acyclic 

Graphs. Specifically, we examine five structural shocks, including aggregate global demand 

shocks, crude oil market shocks, speculative trading shocks, corn market-specific shocks, and 

residual shocks (consisting of all other shocks).  

We find that in the reduced-form VAR, while lagged aggregate global real economic 

activity, crude oil prices, and market-specific fundamentals help to predict corn prices, the effect 

of speculative trading is not statistically significant. In the analysis of the contemporaneous 

residuals, it is clear that crude oil prices and market-specific fundamentals affect the real corn 

price, but speculative activity and real economic activity do not.  In addition, corn prices affect 

speculative trading activities contemporaneously, suggesting that speculators are either trend-

followers or contrarians. These contemporaneous linkages were incorporated in the SVAR 

system by setting over-identifying constraints on the matrix reflecting instantaneous correlations. 
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We find that in general, unexpected shocks in aggregate global demand and speculative trading 

activities do not have a statistically significant effect on corn price movements. By contrast, 

shocks in the crude oil market have large effects that persist. The forecast error variance 

decomposition suggest that at the two-year horizon, variations in crude oil prices account for 

over 50% of the total corn forecast error variances. We also find that, consistent with theory, 

unexpected shocks in market-specific fundamentals (i.e., positive shocks to the stocks to use 

ratio) have very large negative effects on corn price movements. In addition, unexpected residual 

shocks play an important role in corn price movement, especially at immediate horizons. 

This study presents two main findings. First and foremost, unexpected shocks in the oil 

market had a dominant and persistent effect on corn price movements between 2000 and 2012, a 

period in which both commodities experienced unprecedented large price changes. Clearly, the 

strong linkages have emerged from a combination of policy and market incentives which 

stimulated the production of ethanol.  It is also important to note that the magnitude of these 

effects may have been magnified by the presence of low ending stocks to use ratios which were 

often observed after 2006. Second, speculative activities are unlikely to be the driving force in 

corn prices. The VAR analysis supports no temporal causality from speculative behavior to corn 

prices, and the DAG analysis indicates that the direction of causality might have been from corn 

prices to speculative trading activities. This result is consistent with a number of other studies, 

which find that speculative trading cannot explain the large price fluctuations observed in corn 

markets (e.g., Aulerich, Irwin, and Garcia 2013). Given that the Working’s T index also reflects 

CIT positions, our results further suggest that a particular group of speculators—financial index 

traders—are unlikely to be behind spikes in corn prices. These findings point to the notion that 
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policy initiatives to reduce volatility by curbing speculative activities in commodity futures 

markets (e.g. the Dodd Frank act) are unlikely to have their intended effects. 

While the results in general are consistent with other structural analyses of commodity 

price movements, our findings differ in several important ways. Unlike McPhail, Du, and 

Muhammad (2012) who show that speculative activities played an important role in driving 

short-run corn price movements, we find no such linkage. The difference is mostly likely due to 

the way contemporaneous correlations are accounted for in our study. Using DAG procedures to 

reduce the influence of subjective judgment when imposing constraints on contemporaneous 

correlations, we find that corn prices affect speculative activities rather than the opposite as 

specified in McPhail, Du, and Muhammad (2012). The limited influence of speculative activity 

on the corn price also is supported by the insignificant Granger causality findings based on 

lagged effects. While our results on the linkage between oil prices and corn prices are consistent 

with Carter, Rausser, and Smith (2012), who find ethanol production played an important role in 

corn price movements, our analysis provides insights on the relative significance of the 

contributing factors to the recent commodity volatility. Oil prices and stocks to end use are 

critical factors accounting for nearly 75% of the corn price error variance at a two-year horizon. 

In contrast, real economic activity and speculative activities account for less than 1% each of the 

corn price error variance at the same horizon. The failure to find an influence of speculative 

activity speaks to a contentious on-going policy debate. The limited effect of world economic 

activity highlights in a policy context that a traditional link between increased income and 

improved nutrition through the consumption corn and its end-products was swamped by energy 

and other market-specific fundamentals. 
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Tables and Figures 

 

Table 1. Granger Causality Test from Reduced Form VAR Model for Corn Prices, 
January 2000 – December 2012 

Variable Test Stat Degree of Freedom p-value 
Real Economic Activity 5.29 2 0.07 
Price of Oil 12.82 2 0.00 
Working’s T 1.69 2 0.43 
Stocks-to-Use 9.13 3 0.01 
All 16.94 8 0.02 
Notes: This table examines whether the lagged values of one variable help to predict corn prices.  

 

Table 2. Corn Price Forecast Error Variance Decomposition at Various Horizons, January 
2000 – December 2012 (in Percentage) 

Horizon Real Economic Activity Price of Oil Working’s T Stocks-to-Use Price of Corn 
2 0.41 8.55 0.44 7.25 83.35 
4 0.23 14.41 0.44 14.77 70.15 
6 0.24 22.63 0.29 19.46 57.38 
8 0.20 30.25 0.21 21.36 47.98 

10 0.16 36.46 0.18 21.83 41.38 
12 0.16 41.29 0.21 21.71 36.62 
18 0.48 50.00 0.54 20.90 28.09 
24 0.95 53.85 0.95 20.69 23.56 
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Figure 1. SVAR Data, January 2000 – December 2012 
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Figure 2. Contemporaneous Correlations Identified by DAG 
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(a) Causality from Price of Corn to Price of Oil 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) Causality from Price of Oil to Price of Corn 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. DAG One-way Causality of Contemporaneous Correlations 
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Notes: solid line represents point estimate and dots represent 95% confidence intervals. 

Figure 4. Response of Real Corn Prices ($/bushel) to Various Shocks (One Standard 
Deviation) 
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